COMMISSIONING : HIU & HEAT METER

‘Expert Commissioning’ is the vital process that ensures
optimum continuous eﬃciency.
Although its always one of the last tasks to be done, commissioning is arguably the most vital part of
the setup of Heat Interface Units. But it requires more than just ticking the box to say it’s complete!
The successful operation of the system can be determined through this one important task. Alan
Barber, Technical Director of Heatlink, explores why its so important to correctly commission the HIU.
When a district heating scheme is to be used in a new or refurbished development, increasingly Heat
Interface Units are becoming the water distribution system of choice. They can be more cost
eﬀective, more energy eﬃcient and more can be less problematic in the long term. It’s obvious why
they are growing in popularity.
However, for the system to be at its most eﬃcient, then it must be set up correctly. The design has to
be right, the installation must be completed properly and then most importantly, the system must be
commissioned eﬀectively. But what does eﬀective commissioning mean? Based on my experience,
there are few diﬀerent areas that must be covered to ensure that the the system is going to work for
everyone involved, well into the future.

Dwellings on ‘Group District Heating’ schemes
Heat Interface Units (HIU) tend to be used across group district heating schemes or other larger
developments, they don’t tend to go into just one property. This means that when the original design
is created, the HIU’s are set to be configured to work across the scheme. Irrespectively of whether they
may be bespoke in design or manufactured to be ‘range rated’, it is highly unlikely that they would be
configured for the individual dwelling. Instead it’s probable that the HIU has been selected to operate
in excess of the conditions and outputs required for each dwelling type.
The dwelling type and the location will dictate the hot water requirement and the heating load.
Increasingly schemes are being designed to provide the minimum of boiler plant capacity to lower the
heat produced and reduce mains heat losses.Taking all of this into consideration, it becomes
imperative that each HIU is individually commissioned. This is the only way to ensure that the
temperature, volume and flow rates are correct for the specific dwelling and the installed controls are
functioning correctly. This is step one to ensuring eﬀective commissioning.

The importance of water cleanliness to ensure continuous
( heat interface unit & heat meter ) performance !
As anyone will know who has ever worked with a water distribution system, water cleanliness is a
major factor that must considered. System contamination can cause all sorts of problems and
therefore a really important component of eﬀective commissioning is to help prevent these
problems, or at least minimise them as much as possible. The commissioning process is all about
ensuring that the system is ready for action and so water quality cannot be overlooked.
Strainers within the system must be checked and then cleaned if necessary. If any system
contamination issues are found, then they should always be reported. Poor water quality can have
a detrimental eﬀect on the installed controls and can also reduce the life expectancy of the
components and the HIU, sometimes quite drastically if the issue isn’t resolved. Heatlink have
designed a magnetic filter known as MAGNOM H2O, which is designed to be installed inside of our
HIU’s to eradicate magnetite.
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Eﬀective commissioning of heat meters with HIU’s
Eﬀective commissioning isn’t just about making sure that the HIU is ready to work for the end user, the
process also must make sure that the system is ready to operate as a whole and this includes the
heat meters.
Heat meters are used to quantify the individual dwellings consumption. This will ultimately result in
a bill being produced for any heat used. Without the data from heat meter then an accurate bill cannot
be created. Although the meter may be checked at the installation stage, it is imperative that each one
is checked again for correct operation. This will be more than just checking that it is up and running.
It will involve tasks such as confirming that the flow transducer is installed in the correct flow direction
or that temperature sensors are in the correct pipes.
When all of this has been accurately assessed, there is one further, very important part of the heat meter
checks that must be completed. As with any metering system, there is a need to protect the integrity of
the meters used for billing and the financial control of the scheme. To this end, it is vital that the security
seals are applied to the meters to dissuade consumers from ‘interfering’ with the meter’s accuracy. It is
far from unheard of that tenants sometimes tamper with the meters to reduce their bills or even get free
heating. Whilst its not always possible to prevent the tampering from taking place, what the security seals
can do is ensure that any such intrusions are detected. This will then support any actions that are taken
against the miscreants by providing the necessary evidence.
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Experience and knowledge really does matter !
Although I’ve summed everything up quite briefly, the commissioning of HIU’s is not a brief task.Much needs
to be done and it must be done properly, or it can be costly in so many ways. With so much at stake if things
aren’t executed correctly, it is always advisable that the manufacturer performs the commissioning process or
at the very least is involved.
There are many instances where the installing ‘plumber’ will do the commissioning and this has been known to
cause problems. With all due respect to the person carrying out doing this role, he or she is unlikely to have the
extensive knowledge of the products being commissioned and therefore will only be able to execute the work
as per given instruction rather than being able to work around issues if they arise.
Furthermore, the installer will not have any interest in the schemes security. They are only tasked with getting
the unit installed and connected with no leaks. This means that although a basic job may have been done well,
it doesn’t truly cover the full extent of what must be done to ensure that the HIU is eﬀectively commissioned to
work in all the ways it needs to work.

Commissioning Form - Engineers check list.
No matter who performs the task, good commissioning records forms will help, taking whoever does
the job through a step procedure. These will identify that the HIU has been commissioned in line
with manufacturers guide lines and the results are documented and all security seals have been applied.
When things aren’t set up properly, its inevitable that problems will arise at some point down the line.
Whether its a billing issue, contaminated water is damaging the system, or that things just aren’t
working as expected. At some point in time the HIU’s will need to be evaluated again. The extra eﬀort
involved here is costly, not to mention the costs added from a system that isn’t working to design.
All of this can be avoided though. All that it takes is making sure that each system is commissioned
correctly by a person that has the necessary experience and right knowledge.
The savings down the line can be huge.

